We study the abstract interpretation of temporal calculi and logics in a general syntax, semantics and abstraction independent setting. This is applied to the z-calculus, a generalization of the ~-calculus with new reversal and abstraction modalities as well as a new timesymmetric trace-based semantics. The more classical set-based semantics is shown to be an abstract interpretation of the trace-based semantics which leads to the understanding of model-checking and its application to data-flow analysis as incomplete temporal abstract interpretations. Soundness and incompleteness of the abstractions are discussed. The sources of incompleteness, even for finite systems, are pointed out, which leads to the identification of relatively complete sublogics, a la CTL.
introduction
We apply abstract interpretation to temporal calculi and logics. We consider new calculi/logics which, on one hand, are time-symmetric thanks to a "reversal" temporal operator designed to provide a fully symmetric, hence simpler, treatment of past and future and, on the other hand, mix linear and branching time thanks to state closure modalities. We interpret temporal formulae as sets of infinitary time-symmetric traces discussed in Section 3. This is used in Section 4 to define the trace-based semantics of programs generated by a transition system and in Section 5 to provide the trace-based semantics of the JJ p -calculus and its various subcalculi/logics. Rudiments of abstract interpretation are recalled in Section 6 and used in Section 7 to characterize useful properties of trace-based models such as origin, forward, backward and state closeness. The compositional, generic, syntax, semantics and abstraction independent abstract interpretation of general fixpoint definitions (hence of temporal calculi/logics) is developed in Section 8. Sufficient soundness and completeness hypotheses are stated and corresponding correctness theorems proved. This is used in Section 9 to show that the conventional set-based semantics of temporal calculi/logics with respect to a given transition system is an abstract interpretation of the trace-based semantics, which, in the case of the propositional @-calculus is complete. However this completeness result does not Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fw provided that topics are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies hear this notice and the full citation on the tirst page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists. requires prior specific permission andior a fee.
POPL 2000 Boston MA USA Copyright ACM 2000 I-581 13-125-9/00/1...$5.00 hold in general, in particular when considering the universal and existential abstractions introduced in Section 10. These abstractions are used in Section 11 to show that model checking is an abstract interpretation of the trace-based semantics of temporal calculi/logics (which, in the case of abstract model checking, is composed with state-based abstractions, as shown in Section 14) . These checking abstractions are in general incomplete, even for finite systems, so that the sources of incompleteness are pointed out in Section 12.
Complete sub-calculi/logics generalizing CTL are identified in Section 13 for which the respective reasonings on sets of traces and sets of states are equivalent, whereas in general we have a sound approximation only. Application to dataflow analysis and the calculation design of the boolean flow equations by abstract interpretation of the temporal specification is discussed in Section 15, in particular to correct an erroneous claim that classical live variable analysis is unsound. Finally a few research perspectives following from the understanding of model checking as abstract interpretation are discussed the conclusive Section 16.
Notations
Set theory. (n E S I P(x)) is the subset of elements of S satisfying condition P. S is omitted when clear from P. The characteristic function P maps S into the set I5 A {tt, ff] of true "tt" and false "ff" booleans. A is the symbol for "is defined as". The conditional is (tt ? x i y) 4 x and (ff ? x i y) A y. AxB~((x,y)]x~Ar\y~B)isthecartesianproductofAby B. A H BisthesetofmapsofAintoB. p(A)isthepowersetofA, that is the set of all subsets of the set A, including the empty set 0. For a relation t E p (A x B), we indifferently write (s, s') E t, t(s, s') or s L s'. The inverse off is t-r 4 {(s, s') ] (s', s) E t). Using Church's lambda notation XX . e, we write f or f [o] for 1 x . f(x) and f o g k Xx . f(g(x)). The identity map is 1 A XX .x. We let N and Z be respectively the set of naturals and integers. 0 is the class of ordinals. For a sequence a E N I-+ S, CJ E Z H S or a transfinite one 0 E 0 t-+ S, we write Oi for a(i).
Order theory. A pow (L, C) is a set equipped with a reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive relation &. The dual of a statement on this poset is the statement obtained by replacing C by its dual (or inverse) 2. A poset is a lattice (L, 5, u, n) if and only if (it?) every finite subset S s L has a least upper bound (lub) US and a greatest lower bound (glb) nS. A poset is a complete lattice (I,, L, 1, T, u, n) iff every subset S 5 L has a least upper bound (lub) u S so that I = u kl is the infimum, T = u L is the supremum and the greatest lower bound n S = U[X E L ] 3y E s : x 2 y) is well-defined. An increasing chain of L is x E 0 H L such that Vg, n E 0 : (b < n) + (XB C xv). A complete partial order (cpo) is a poset (L, &, I, u) with infimum I such that any chain C of L has a lub UC. A complete boolean lattice (L, C, I, T, u, n, -) is a complemented complete lattice. The complement 7x of n E L such that x n 1.x = I and x u 7.x = T satisfies 1-x = x. A complete boolean algebra is a completely distributive complete boolean lattice. An example of complete boolean algebra is the powerset (p(S), c, 0, S, U, n, -) of a set S. If S is a set and (L, E) is a poset (resp. cpo, complete lattice, complete boolean algebra) (S H L, cl} is a poset (resp. cpo, complete lattice, complete boolean algebra) for the pointwise ordering f c g * Vx E S : f(n) & g(x). 
Fixpoints.
Monotone operators f E (L, E) a (L, 5) on cpos (L, E, I, u) (resp. complete lattices (L, C, I, T, U, fl)) have a least fixpoint lfp' f (resp. and a greatest fixpoint gfpE f). By order-theoretic duality, lfp" f = gfp' f and gfpE f = lfp' f. If f E {L, C) % (L, E) then 1fp"f = lJ,re~ fn(l) where f nf1 = f o f" and f" = 1.
Time-symmetric trace-based temporal models
The semantics of a language C (either a programming language or a specification language such as a temporal calculus/logic) assigns a temporal model lrrl to each program/formula II of C. iI.11 E C H M where M is the semantic domain. We describe below the temporal model semantic domain M
Temporal models
Informally, temporal models are sets of traces that is computation paths considered at a certain time. We need sets because of possible indeterminism. The discrete time is chosen in Z. Traces (i, a) record the present time i E Z as well as a computation path B. This computation path cr E Z H 9 records the past states oj at all past times j < i, the present state ai and the future states uj at ail future times j z=-i of the computation. So a path is infinite both in the past and in the future (as opposed to the conventional asymmetric finite past and infinite future [20] ). Traditionally, a terminating execution has a final state which is repeated forever. Similarly, a starting execution has an initial state which is repeated forever in the past. The set of states is assumed to be given. Formally, we let:
states P b Z H 9 paths T A Z x P traces PII 2 &7(T) temporal models
Basic temporal models
Given a set S E 63 (9) of states, the S-state model u 0 SD is the set of traces the present state of which is in S:
O(lS\ A ((i, U) ET (Ui E S) S-state model (1) Given a transition relation t E Q (S x S), the t-transition model nit) is the set of traces for which the next step is a transition I: n(ltD k {(i, a) E T 1 cr; --h a;+L}.In general, t is chosen to be total that is Vs E 9 : 3s' E '5 : t (A-. s') A Vs' E 9 : 3s E '5 : t (s, s'). Otherwise we define the initial state transitions d k ((s', s') ( Vs E 9 : -t(s, s')), theJinal state transitions t & {(s, s) 1 Vs' E Es : -t (s, s')) and consider the total transition relation d U t U b instead of the partial t.
Basic temporal model transformers
Temporal mode1 transformers T E MI H &II map models to models. Monotone transformers T E M * M are used in t'ixpoint definitions.
Predecessor transformer. Thepredecessor @OMD of a model M is M considered at the previous time:
The intuition is that a trace (i, a) of the predecessor @{Mb of model M will, at next time, be a trace (i + 1, a) of M.
Reversal transformer. The path reversal H' 2 X j 6 0-j and the trace reversal (i, o)~ 4 ( 4, a") exchange past and future with respect to the time origin (not with respect to the present time). The model reversal is:
n{oD is c-monotone. Reversal is useful to formalize timesymmetric arguments (e.g. as in [9] that backward program analysis is the reversal of forward program analysis) by considering only the unique reversal operator whereas the argument would have to be repeated for all backward modalities with time-asymmetric temporal models.
State closure transformers. The universal (respectively existential) temporal model state closure V(IM1, M2 D (resp. 3{Mt, Mz(t) is the set of traces (i, 0.) of ML for which all (resp. some) trace in Ml with the same present state ai belongs to M2. This generalizes the V and 3 temporal operators of CTL* [2, 3, 141. We formally define the state projection l J,. E M x 9 n M as:
state projection (4) SO that the state closure transformers are:
universal (5) 3llM1, M2D Temporal models can be defined as the least fixpoint lfp' T (resp. greatest fixpoint gfp' T) of c-monotone temporal model transformers T E MI +% M
Derived temporal model transformers
The classical past and future modal operators of [20] can all be defined in terms of the basic models and transformer fixpoints (including the new state abstraction and reversal transformers), but with a different trace-based semantics. For example, the sUccessor @(JMD of a model M is M considered at the next time:
(thisdefinition would not hold for time-asymmetric temporal models [20] In (14) is directly applicable. For the greatest fixpoint image, we use the dual of Proposition (14) .
The (14), the fixpoints are well-defined such that y (lfp'$$) =lfpt~socr(gfp5S)=aoy(gfpC$)=gfpE$sincecroy=1.
The (Y-and y-commutation conditions are independent, including for Galois surjections. (14), the greatest fixpoints are well-defined such that Z(gfp'9) = gfpE $ As a direct application of Proposition (14) In the particular case when (M, 5) kf$ (15, L) which implies
, the semi-commutation condition 010 3: c 8 v a is equivalent to 3 0 y 3 y 0 8.
Origin/forward/backward/state closed temporal formulae
We define origin-closed temporal models (invariant by shifting the origin of time), forward-closed temporal models (referring only to the future), backward-closed models (referring only to the past) and state closed models (referring only to the present). We propose an abstract interpretation of the concrete semantics of the temporal formulae supplying a sound criterion for checking forward/backward closeness. Besides providing a simple instantiation of Section 6, this abstract interpretation will be useful in the forthcoming Section 13 when discussing the completeness of the transition checking abstraction of temporal calculi/logics. We define an abstract interpretation Q(pD' E (X t-+ Q (0) n Q (Q where @ A (f, b) such that a ground formula cp is forward closed when f E @D"@, backward closed when b E @DC0 (whence state closed when &DC0 = C). The corresponding abstraction is:
so that (~(w, s) G @I (0, 2). For sets of environments, we define:
. Finally, for collecting semantics S E aa(E) H Q(!'@, we define:
Given a formula cp, its collecting semantics Qr,oD' E 63 (EC) t+ p (&liJ is (IppD"R 2 {[[q]p I p E R} and its abstract closeness semantics @DC E @(W I+ C) n 63 (C) should satisfy the following soundness criterion @DC g ??'((IptJ'). This soundness criterion ensures that if f E @D"R (resp. b E @&R) then for all p E G'(R), I[qpIIp is a forward (resp. backward) closed temporal model (hence state closed if Q#R = 0. The calculational design of the abstract semantics leads to:
The abstract closeness semantics of derived temporal operators can easily be calculated. For example:
. So if qt and (~2 are both forward closed then so is cpt U (~2, otherwise the analysis is inconclusive. The same way, q p 4% US u q SO (Jo (pDCR = d(pD"R n {f].
The abstract semantics QoD" is not complete in that for example if 9 A {o, l } then neither 'pt E 8 afo) A q a(,) nor (02 = 8 at.1 A q a(,} is forward (because the state immediately preceding the present state does matter) whereas their disjunction 'pt v (~2 3 q crt.1 is forward but the analysis is inconclusive since bl wDC@= bolD'@n b2DC0=0.
Finally, by induction on the syntax of formulae, it is very easy, using the above abstract interpretation, to prove that: Lemma (18) Allformulue O~CTL:, CTL,, VCTL, and XX+ (respectively CTLT, CTL-, VCTL-and XTL-,I are forward (resp. backward) closed.
Compositional generic temporal abstract interpretation
In this section we study the sound (and complete) compositional abstract interpretation of temporal calculi/logics in very general terms that is independently of a particular language, semantics and abstraction (which is general enough for this Section 8 not to be limited to temporal calculillogics). Compositional abstract interpretation, that is by induction on the syntax of formuIae, is in general confined to a particular syntax and semantics. To avoid this difficulty, we consider a generic abstract syntax, covering all particular cases through abbreviations (i.e. syntactic macros). Moreover the concrete and abstract semantics are also generic in that they are parameterized by a semantic domain and semantic transformers to handle basic operators. To be fully general, we must handle various monotony/antitony conditions both on the semantic transformers and the abstractions. For example negation is antitone and can be used to generate monotonelantitone abstractions o, 'a, cll and Z. So abstract interpretation soundness is expressed using well-definedness and typing conditions in order to cover all cases at once. Moreover soundness and in/completeness are handled together.
Abstract syntax
We let D = Un,n 0'* be the set of operators q,r E 0" of arity n. The formulaehentences q of the language 2 have the following syntax: Definition (19) [abstract syntax] For constants t&o E Do, we often write %J for Q(). In Definition (19), f+ stands for the least fixpoint v and f-for the greatest v. The free variables FV(p) and bound variables BV(cp) of a formula v are defined inductively as usual.
Concrete semantic domain
Hypothesis (20) [concrete domain] The concrete semantic domain (IL. 5, 0, 1, V, A, -) is a complete boolean algebra.
Concrete interpretation of primitive operators
In order to reason as if all operators were monotone we introduce the notion of monotony up topositiveness. We define s+ A sands-2 p and assign to each operator w'n E 0" itspositiveness Pos@J,~\ E (+, In the following we consider formulae p E C such that WdQ(pDq = tt (also called "in positive form" [18) ) which concrete semantics [PJ is, by Lemma (25), well-defined. Observe that the well-definedness abstract interpretation is sound (in that WdQcpDq = tt implies welldefinedness) but incomplete (in that the semantics of cp might be well-defined even when Wdag$q = K). ' We do not develop the point that this well-definedness condition is indeed a typing by abstract interpretation of the semantics with possible undefinedness, see [71.
8 
Abstractions
The set A = A+ U A-of abstraction indexes covers positive/monotone abstractions A+ and negative/antitone abstractions A-. For each abstraction CY", a E A, the following hypotheses (27-) or (27-) are needed in order to apply one of the Propositions (14) or its dual, (15) and/or (16) 
Abstract environments
Abstract environments assign abstract values to free variables of formulae. So the set of abstract environments is JEA 2 W n MA where the join of the abstract domains is defined as MA A UaEA IMY'. An environment type t E % H A specifies which abstraction 01'~" E A is used for each variable X E X. We define the t-typed abstract environment domain as E' A {p E EA 1 VX E X : p(X) E M"X) }.
Abstract semantics
Given an abstract environment p f lEA , the abstract semantics of the language I: partially defines the semantic value [qpD"p of formula CJJ E JZ in environment p for abstraction cr" E A The following definition of the semantic function [on E 2 H (I!6 H IL) is partial in that the least fixpoint lfp5+ (or the greatest for Ifp5-) may not exist (this will be excluded by the well-definedness condition of Definition (23)) and values of variables may not be in the proper abstract domain (this will be excluded by the typing condition given in Definition (30) Definition (29) covers the special case of constants \Irg E Do such that u*onr'p 4 bu*onfl().
Abstract semantics typing
We define a typing of the abstract semantics in order to check that the free variables consistently belong to the proper abstract domain and that the abstraction is sound TypeEn (and complete Type'). A type t =+ a E (X H A) x A specifies that a formula p can be abstracted witha" when its free variables X E FV ((p) Observe that Lemma (25) directly follows from Lemma (31) with A-= 0, A+ = (01, the Galois isomorphism 1 on (IL, 5) and Hypothesis (21) in lieu of Hypothesis (28).
Soundness/completeness hypotheses on the abstract interpretation of the operators
An abstract semantics must be sound in that it is an approximation of the abstraction of the concrete semantics. We say that the abstraction is complete (exact, precise, faithful, etc. can also be found in the literature) if the abstract semantics equals the abstraction of the semantics. For example the rule of signs [9] is not complete since the sign abstraction of an expression may be different from the sign of the value of the expression. However the rule of signs is sound since the sign of the value of an expression can never be in contradiction with the sign derived by the rule of signs, if any.
The following (semi-)commutation hypothesis [9] of the concrete and abstract interpretations of the primitive operators ensures the soundness (=)/completeness* (CO) of the abstract semantics for the abstraction (11") as will be shown in Section 8.15 by application of Propositions (14) or its dual, (15) and/or (16) to fixpoints. We use the shorthand =/c for the two different commutation hypothesis with = and semi-commutation hypothesis with E". Grouping together the two cases shorten later proofs. When their distinction is needed, we respectively refer to Hypothesis (32)= and Hypothesis (32)&O. Hypothesis (32) 
Environment abstraction Definition (33) [environment abstraction]
The abstmcrion of an environmenr p E E of type t E X n A is c?(p) E E' defined as: [by definition of substitutionj m L We should say relorive conzylefeness to stress the fact that we reason in set the~Wical terms, so that, in logical terms, an oracle is assumed to exist for logical implication. 
State-based abstraction for model-checking
One way of understanding model-checking is to define a modelchecking speci$cation language 1: (chosen as a subset of the /T-calculus) and then to formally derive the spec$cation of the model-checking algorithms by a sound and complete abstraction of the trace-based semantics of C. This is illustrated in this Section 9 on the propositional p-calculus [ 18, 191: where, given a transition system (9, t), the modal operators 0 and () are defined as follows: -We now prove that: cuU(lfpCP S) =/Cd lfp (C"P $ (38) -In the equality case (38)=, we have t + a E Type=QfP X -cpl D so that by Definition (30), a E AP. If p is + then 01" is strict and continuous by Hypothesis (27) and we conclude by Proposition (14) that (38)' holds. If p is -then 01" is co-strict and co-continuous by Hypothesis (27) and we conclude by the dual of Proposition (14) that (38)= holds. -In the inequality case (38)E", czfl is monotone in both cases a E A+ and a E A+ by Hypothesis (27). So if p is +, we conclude that (38)s" holds by Proposition (15) whereas when p is -, we conclude that (38) [by Definition (29)j .
In Section 10, we will have A+ = A-= A and stronger properties than Hypothesis (27), as follows:
In case (39+), o? is a complete join morphism whence strict and continuous, so that Hypothesis (27) is satisfied, with a E A+. In case (39-), 01" is a complete meet morphism whence co-strict and co-continuous, so that Hypothesis (27) is satisfied, with a E A-.
For environments, we define: 
WI E) G (p(S), C) and Wi 2) + (F(S), 2).
It follows that (Y' is both a complete join and meet morphism which implies Hypothesis (39) (whence (27) upI v p2n*P = UCP~D-P u b21i*~ UUSD'P = s ucpl A p2n*p = ud-p n b2n*P ha = dhn*P Uo a-P = p~bl#f4'~~ no 4-P = ~~4~l&W We think that this completeness result corresponds to the intuitive understanding that set-based model-checking algorithms are an economical but equivalent way of reasoning on trace-based specifications. In our opinion, this is misleading since an incomplete abstraction is hidden in the V-and 3-based definitions (42). In the following sections we study these abstractions explicitly in order to exhibit the source of incompleteness.
The checking abstractions
Checking abstractions check a specification q5 E M for a model M E M (e.g. generated by a transition system). They provide set of present states s such that all traces in M (for the universal abstraction) or some trace in h4 (for the existential one) with present state s do satisfy 4. This is an approximation since a set of computation traces is approximated by a set of present states.
The universal checking abstraction
The universal checking abstraction c~h(q5) checks for each state s E B that all traces of the model M E &II which current state is s definitely satisfy the specification 4 E &% Definition (45) Again, in order to apply Theorem (40), we just have to design an abstract semantics satisfying the (semi-)commutation condition Hypothesis (32). We respectively write p& and T& for the pointwise extensions of v,& to S H &I and (X H M) H MI.
11. The transition system checking abstraction of temporal calculillogics
We now derive the classical interpretation/semantics of temporal calculi/logics (where a formula cp is interpreted as a set of states in which cp is true) by abstract interpretation of the trace-based semantics of Section 5 using the checking abstractions of Section 10 for the model JUT generated by a total transition system (9, r). Hypothesis ( 
(z/CFDIX;) denotes that fact that the inclusion 3 always holds whereas s holds whenever the temporal model 36 is forward closed, that is X = M(X) (written for short FD(X)).) PROOF Given Ms generated by the transition system (9, t), we define: In the literature on abstract model checking [4, 51, a single type of self-dual abstraction is considered, given by @ E 9 t-+ 8, so that:
which respectively satisfy (61) and (62). By defining an abstract transition system: which is of the required form (46) for the results on checking abstractions to be directly applicable. Dual definitions, hypotheses and results hold for the existential abstraction c?L satisfying (50). However this is a very restricted form of abstraction, mainly useful to reuse existing model-checkers. Moreover in practice 5 must be finite, which in view of [lo] , requires the abstraction to be redesigned for each particular concrete transition system, which on one hand might not be of this restricted form and on the other hand is unthinkable in the context of program analysis.
Data-flow analysis is a boolean abstract interpretation
Data flow analysis was shown, at least for the available expressions example, to be a boolean abstract interpretation in [9, example 7.2.0.6.3-l. In [9] , the semantics of programs is a (prefix closed) set of (finite) traces generated by a transition system. The data flow property specification is also a set of traces specified equationally i.e. inductively along one path. The abstraction is the composition of a static partitioning with a checking abstraction including the existential or universal merging of path properties. The contribution of [23] is essentially in the use of a branching time temporal logic for the data how property specification so that model-checkers boolean equations solvers can be reused for dataflow analysis. [22] remarks that the abstract flowchart with respect to which the data flow property is specified by [23] is itself an abstract interpretation of the program semantics. This essentially consists in applying the static partitioning abstraction of [6] . A problem with this "data-flow analysis as model checking of abstract interpretations" approach is that the abstract interpretation of the program semantics into an abstract flowchart and the model-checking specification of the abstract flowchart are separate processes. Their composition may be not trivial as shown by live-variable analysis which is erroneously claimed to be unsound in [22] . By understanding both processes as abstract interpretations, their combination becomes a well-understood composition of abstract interpretations.
The data-flow analysis abstractions
Assume that programs have a finite set of labels e f d: such that the set 9 of statescan be partitioned into (91 I e E .C] (i.e. S = lJeCz Se and t/e, e' E d: : (e # C') j (SE tl Be, = 0)). The boolean version of the static partifioning abstraction of [6] which can be composed with the checking abstractions of Section 10:
=rI (MT n aO%D) C Q =rI C&r n uil&D n $I# (d e&L esd:
The boolean dataflow equations can then be designed by calculus starting from the temporal specification as given e.g. in 1223.
On live-variable data flow analysis
Assume that (9. T) is the small-step operational semantics of the program where states have the form s = (se, sr) E B k d: x (X H V) where se is the label of state s and the environment sr of state s assigns values sr (x) to program variables X. Let mod(x) be a specification of the program variables x which are potentially modified by a step t and used(x) be a characterization of the transitions t definitely using the value of x:
mod(x) A {(s, s') I t(s, s') A s;(x) # sr(x)) used(x) k ((s, s') 1 t(s, s') A 3v E v : -t((se, sdx := VI), s'))
"In live-variable analysis we wish to know for variable x and pointp whether the value of x at p could be used along some path in the flow graph starting at p. If so, we say x is live at p; otherwise x is dead at p" [l, p. 6311 . From this informal specification, we derive that variable x is live at the origin of a computation if and only if it will not be modified until it is used: 
The.classical dataflow equations derives from this specification using Theorem (40). We define: succ(l) 2 {e' 1 3s f se : 3s' E se/ : t(s, s')) used~(l, I') T= 3s E 9~ : 3s' E 9,~ : (s, s') E used(x) -modi(1. I') + 3s E Se : 3s' E Set : (s, s') $4 mod(x) so that:
Live ( & Dead(x) proving that the detection of "must be" dead variables is always correct.
On the soundness of live-variable analysis
The example given by [22, Sec. 7, Fig. 51 to show that live variable analysis is unsound is reproduced on next page. The argument is that y is declared live by the classical data flow analysis equations (66) although y is not live at the program entry on the concrete execution path starting with x = 2. This is harmless since "data-flow practi-tioners are well aware of the above problem, and disaster does not arise in practice, because live variables analysis is used 'dually' -it is used to detect dead variables".
Observe that the example is correct with respect to the specification (65) and Then definition of dead variables as Dead:(x) A -Live"(x) in [22] is existential whence also invalid. However the fixpoint characterization given by [22] for dead variables, which can be easily derived from (66) by Park dual fixpoint theorem, is correct. Hence the correct classical data flow equations (both (66) for live variables and their dual for dead variables) cannot be derived from the incorrect modal specification (indeed the universal abstraction for live variables would lead to a greatest fixpoint). This incoherence in [22] shows the importance of formally deriving the model checking equations by abstract interpretation of the temporal logic specification.
Conclusion
Model checking of finite systems is understood as a complete formal verification method as opposed to static analysis/testing of infinite state programs which is fundamentally incomplete. In practice this does not make a significative difference because the systems which are verified are relatively small when compared e.g., in hardware, with the size of a microprocessor. So the success stories in model checking are most often relative to bugs which have been found after exploration of part of the state space. When considering infinite systems, and except for very particular cases, incompleteness is to be taken into account. As is the case in program analysis by abstract interpretation, this does not prevent infinite systems to be verified, but partially only, that is by restricting the abstract properties that can be checked. Our understanding of model-checking as an abstract interpretation leads to three possible research directions different from the present-day manual design of the abstraction [4, 5, 161 . First, one can look for generic temporal abstract domains going well beyond the abstract transition systems of (64) Section 14, as in [21] . Second, the optimal abstract domain for a particular property of a particular transition system can be formally specified [ 151 and it might be the case that its computation could, at least partially, be automated. Third, [lo] shows that the general abstract interpretation approaches applicable to families of systems must abandon the consideration of finite abstract domains (e.g. [5, 121) and use widening/narrowing techniques [S] which has not yet been much explored, except in the classical application of polyhedral abstract interpretation [ 1 l] to the verification of safety properties [ 13, 171. 
